What is God Space?
God Space is where….





God’s love is demonstrated in practical, authentic ways.
Seeds of faith are planted, watered and cultivated.
Gentleness and respect are present and judgment is absent.
The invisible principles of God’s Kingdom are made visible and tangible in ways people can
touch and feel.
 Safe space is created where skeptics, cynics and the spiritually curious can raise questions,
express their doubts and vent their frustrations.
 Christianity becomes credible, plausible and believable.
 The natural gives way to the supernatural.

We talk with our friends about football, the weather or the latest movie
on Netflix. But do we ever talk with them about Jesus?
Each day God gives us opportunities to share our faith. It might be a close friend or the stranger
sitting next to you at the doctor’s office. Often, we miss these opportunities because we don’t
know how to begin or what to say.
In January, Doug Pollock will present a 6-week workshop based on his best-selling book, “God
Space.” Doug has a gift for teaching ordinary people how to talk about their faith in a way that
doesn’t seem awkward, unnatural or weird. Whether you are young or old, this workshop will
grow, challenge and inspire you to share your faith in everyday conversations.
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Who is Doug Pollock?

What People are Saying about God Space:

Doug is an evangelism trainer for
Athletes in Action and the author of
two books on personal evangelism.
His passion for spiritual conversations has taken him all over the United States and to 42 countries around
the globe. Doug is ordained in the
Evangelical Church Alliance and a
chaplain at the Countryside YMCA.
He has served with Christian author
and speaker Josh McDowell. He
lives in Oregonia with his wife, Martha, and two sons.

“God Space changed the conversation in our church. It shifted our focus from how we can get
more people into our building to how we can reach more people by having natural, gospel conversations with those all around us.”

How To Participate In God Space
As your pastor, I pray that our entire congregation will participate in God Space together.
Here are some of the ways you can participate:
 Doug Pollock will be preaching on Sunday, January 10 at all three worship services to kick off
his teaching series. Be sure and join us that Sunday!
 Copies of God Space are available for purchase on Sunday mornings for $10, or you can pick
them up at the church office during the week. If neither of these options work for you, please
call the church at 513-932-2751 and we will arrange to mail or deliver the book to your home.
 Doug will be teaching the workshop on Wednesday nights at 6:30 p.m. starting on January 13
and ending February 17. We will be meeting in the Ark to provide space for social distancing.
 You can attend a workshop in-person or by live streaming on YouTube at lpcsundays. If you
miss a class, you can live stream any time during the week.
 The Deacons will be serving a meal at 5:30 p.m. before the workshop. If you plan to attend
the meals, please watch for the congregational email that will tell you how to register online.
 If you would rather listen to God Space, an audio version is available on the internet for $10.
Go to Godsgps.com and click on “Products,” then click on “audiobook” in the tool bar in the
upper right hand corner.

“What took place on our weekend with Doug Pollock was nothing short of supernatural. Our
people were not given a canned presentation, but proven tools, an eternal perspective that
equipped and inspired.”
“Through scripture, story and personal experience, Doug presents attractive and compelling
ways to engage others in conversations that change lives for eternity.”
“Many people today do not have a church background. Often, they are not ready for our gospel
presentations. Doug Pollock’s God Space resource has helped our people share their faith in a
natural way.”
“Conversations involving evangelism are increasingly difficult. God Space is wide-ranging but
easily grasped; honest to the challenge but loaded with doable actions and hope.”
“God Space has given me a new excitement for connecting with those who do not yet know
Christ.”
“What Doug shared with us was revolutionary but obvious: many unbelievers would actually
enjoy talking about spiritual things if they could be assured that we are listening respectfully.”
“Our God Space training with Doug Pollock was a spiritual “Starbucks” for those thirsting for reality in sharing Christ.”
“I wish I had heard this 20 years
ago. Doug’s approach is fresh,
authentic and innovative and filled
with practical wisdom.”
“Our church had a hunger to reach
others for Christ but we didn’t
know how to pull it off in this
ever-changing culture. Doug
Pollock’s God Space is a simple,
practical guide for engaging
non-Christians in conversation.”

